GENERAL PEYTON C. MARCH

Whereas General Peyton C. March retired from the position of Chief of Staff of the United States Army on June 30, 1921, after a distinguished career; and
Whereas, despite his retired status, his interest in national defense has continued to be profound and continuing; and
Whereas he has displayed this interest by many constructive suggestions which have been of great value to the War Department and the Department of the Army: Now, therefore, be it

Resolved by the Senate (the House of Representatives concurring),
That the thanks of Congress are hereby tendered to General Peyton C. March for his selfless and patriotic interest in the United States Army since his retirement, manifested so often by his helpful counsel to the War Department and the Department of the Army, thereby contributing greatly to the national security of the United States.

Agreed to July 29, 1953.

DEPORTATION SUSPENSIONS

Resolved by the Senate (the House of Representatives concurring),
That the Congress favors the suspension of deportation in the case of each alien hereinafter named, in which case the Attorney General has suspended deportation for more than six months:

- V-909397, Abreu, Domingos Viegas.
- A-723134, Achtman, Marcel or Mozes.
- A-6522644, Akliros, Lucas George or Lukas Acliros or Lucas Liros.
- A-502639, Albers, Gustav Heinrich or Gustav H. Albers or Gustav Henry Albers or Gus Albrecht.
- 0300-239328, Ali, George Hatim.
- A-7450368, Ali, Osmuth or Asmal Ullah or Osmuth Ullah or Armenthat Elluh and Asmath Ali.
- T-2334466, Anthony, Wellington.
- A-5680159, Antonopoulos, John G.
- A-1964296, Antonov, Mario Ivanov or Martin Ivanov Antonov.
- A-9214730, Antonsson, Valdemar Torsten or Valdemar Antonsson or Torsten Valdemar Antonessen.
- A-8106208, Araujo, Antonio Jose or Antonio Jose De Araujo.
- A-2477177, Arcos, Jesus Martinez-De.
- 0300-381164, Attin, Carol Diane or Carole Diani Attin.
- A-9670832, Badr, Sharof Yousey or Sharof Youssef Badr.
- A-7357511, Balanikas, Vasilia or Vasilia Vallas (nee Fargani).
- A-5813501, Baratta, Ennio or Pedro Gomez or Joseppe Bacchieri.
- A-6781680, Belanger, Marie Alice (nee Lecours).
- A-4552084, Bereincua, Teresa Calderon De or Teresa Calderon-Cazares.
- A-6203198, Bianchi, Ralph or Raffaele Bianchi.
- A-7841447, Bibliowicz, David or David Bibliqwicz Szmuklarewicz.
- A-4230497, Binder, John or Janos Binder or John Bender or Johann Binder.
- A-5559324, Bonnesen, Mary Anne Catherine.
- A-6378885, Bosch, Louis or Luis Bosch-Delgado.
- A-6794722, Botermans, Karel Frans.